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The possible health risks of radiation, both in nature and from technological devices, are becoming 

of increasing concern. In some cases, misunderstanding the term ‘radiation’ generates unnecessary 

alarm. By considering the need to protect the skin from sunlight, candidates are introduced 

to a general model of radiation travelling from the source to a receiver. They learn about the 

electromagnetic spectrum and the harmful effects of some radiation.

The greenhouse effect and photosynthesis illustrate how radiation from the Sun is vital to life, whilst 

the ozone layer is shown to be a natural protection from harmful radiation. Candidates study evidence 

of global warming and its relationship to the carbon cycle. Possible consequences and preventative 

actions are explored.

The importance of electromagnetic radiation for communication is explored with a consideration of 

how mobile phones are used to send digital images and sounds. Finally, through an investigation of 

evidence concerning the possible harmful effects of low intensity microwave radiation from devices 

such as mobile phones, candidates learn to evaluate reported health studies and interpret levels of 

risk.

When considering the whole electromagnetic spectrum, it is sometimes more appropriate to use a 

photon model; at other times a wave model is considered.

Issues for citizens Questions that science may help to answer

What is radiation?

Is it safe to use mobile phones?

Is it safe to sunbathe?

Are there any bene� ts from radiation?

What is global warming, and what can be done 

to prevent or reduce it?

What types of electromagnetic radiation are 

there?

What happens when radiation hits an object?

Which types of electromagnetic radiation harm 

living tissues and why?

What ideas about risk do citizens and scientists 

use?

How does electromagnetic radiation make life on 

Earth possible?

What is the evidence for global warming, why 

might it be occurring, and how serious a threat is 

it?

3.3.2 Module P2: Radiation and life

Overview
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This module offers opportunities to develop mathematics skills. For example:

 • carry out calculations using experimental data, including � nding the mean and the range

 • use ideas of proportion in the context of energy of a photon and the frequency of the radiation

 • plot, draw and interpret graphs and charts from candidates’ own and secondary data

 • extract information from charts, graphs and tables

 • use ideas about correlation in the context of information about the possible effects of 

electromagnetic radiation on health

 • use ideas about probability in the context of risk.

This module offers opportunities for practical work in teaching and learning. For example:

 • investigate how well different sun-screens � lter ultraviolet radiation

 • investigate the properties of microwaves using a mobile phone

 • investigate climate change models – both physical models and computer models

 • carry out image processing to � nd out how the information in an image � le relates to the quality of 

the image

 • show how noise affects analogue and digital signals.

This module offers opportunities to illustrate the use of ICT in science. For example:

 • computer climate modelling

 • displaying data on stratospheric ozone concentrations as a false colour map

 • processing digital images and sound � les.

Use of ICT in teaching and learning can include:

 • slides to illustrate evidence of climate change

 • video clips to illustrate infrared imaging

 • animations to model Sun’s radiation and greenhouse effect

 • animations to model effect of carbon dioxide levels on global temperature

 • spreadsheets to model features of analogue and digital communications systems

 • investigating digital images.

Opportunities for mathematics

Opportunities for practical work

Opportunities for ICT
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Module P2: Radiation and life – Ideas about Science

Module P2 provides opportunities to develop candidates’ understanding of these

Ideas about Science

2 Cause-effect explanations

Candidates should understand that: A candidate who understands this can, for 

example:

2.3 • if an outcome occurs when a speci� c factor 

is present, but does not when it is absent, 

or if an outcome variable increases (or 

decreases) steadily as an input variable 

increases, we say that there is a correlation 

between the two.

• suggest and explain an example from 

everyday life of a correlation between a 

factor and an outcome

• identify where a correlation exists when data 

are presented as text, as a graph, or in a 

table.

�  Examples may include both positive and 

negative correlations, but candidates will not 

be expected to know these terms.

2.4 • a correlation between a factor and an 

outcome does not necessarily mean that the 

factor causes the outcome; both might, for 

example, be caused by some other factor.

• use the ideas of correlation and cause when 

discussing data and show awareness that a 

correlation does not necessarily indicate a 

causal link

• identify, and suggest from everyday 

experience, examples of correlations 

between a factor and an outcome where the 

factor is (or is not) a plausible cause of the 

outcome

• explain why an observed correlation between 

a given factor and outcome does not 

necessarily mean that the factor causes the 

outcome.

2.5 • in some situations, a factor alters the chance 

(or probability) of an outcome, but does 

not invariably lead to it. We also call this a 

correlation.

• suggest factors that might increase the 

chance of a particular outcome in a given 

situation, but do not invariably lead to it

• explain why individual cases do not provide 

convincing evidence for or against a 

correlation.

2.6 • to investigate a claim that a factor increases 

the chance (or probability) of an outcome, 

scientists compare samples (eg groups of 

people) that are matched on as many other 

factors as possible, or are chosen randomly 

so that other factors are equally likely in both 

samples. The larger the samples, the more 

con� dent we can be about any conclusions 

drawn.

• discuss whether given data suggest that 

a given factor does/does not increase the 

chance of a given outcome

• evaluate critically the design of a study to 

test if a given factor increases the chance of 

a given outcome, by commenting on sample 

size and how well the samples are matched.

2.7 • even when there is evidence that a factor 

is correlated with an outcome, scientists 

are unlikely to accept that it is a cause of 

the outcome, unless they can think of a 

plausible mechanism linking the two.

• identify the presence (or absence) of 

a plausible mechanism as reasonable 

grounds for accepting (or rejecting) 

a claim that a factor is a cause of an 

outcome.
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5 Risk

Candidates should understand that: A candidate who understands this can, for 

example:

5.1 • everything we do carries a certain risk of 

accident or harm. Nothing is risk free. New 

technologies and processes based on 

scienti� c advances often introduce new risks.

• explain why it is impossible for anything to be 

completely safe

• identify examples of risks which arise from a 

new scienti� c or technological advance

• suggest ways of reducing a given risk.

5.2 • we can sometimes assess the size of a risk 

by measuring its chance of occurring in a 

large sample, over a given period of time.

• interpret and discuss information on the size 

of risks, presented in different ways.

5.3 • to make a decision about a particular risk, we 

need to take account both of the chance of it 

happening and the consequences if it did.

• discuss a given risk, taking account of 

both the chance of it occurring and the 

consequences if it did.

5.4 • to make a decision about a course of action, 

we need to take account of both its risks and 

bene� ts, to the different individuals or groups 

involved.

• identify risks and bene� ts in a given situation, 

to the different individuals and groups 

involved

• discuss a course of action, with reference to 

its risks and bene� ts, taking account of who 

bene� ts and who takes the risks

• suggest bene� ts of activities that are known 

to have risk.

5.5 • people are generally more willing to 

accept the risk associated with something 

they choose to do than something that is 

imposed, and to accept risks that have short-

lived effects rather than long-lasting ones.

• offer reasons for people’s willingness (or 

reluctance) to accept the risk of a given 

activity.

5.6 • people’s perception of the size of a 

particular risk may be different from the 

statistically estimated risk. People tend to 

over-estimate the risk of unfamiliar things 

(like � ying as compared with cycling), 

and of things whose effect is invisible or 

long-term (like ionising radiation).

• distinguish between perceived and 

calculated risk, when discussing personal 

choices

• suggest reasons for given examples 

of differences between perceived and 

measured risk.

5.7 • governments and public bodies may have 

to assess what level of risk is acceptable in 

a particular situation. This decision may be 

controversial, especially if those most at risk 

are not those who bene� t.

• discuss the public regulation of risk, and 

explain why it may in some situations be 

controversial.
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Module P2: Radiation and life

P2.1 What types of electromagnetic radiation are there? What happens when radiation hits 

an object?

1. interpret situations in which one object affects another some distance away in terms of a 

general model of electromagnetic radiation:

 a. one object (a source) emits radiation

 b. the radiation travels outwards from the source and can be re� ected, transmitted or 

absorbed (or a combination of these) by materials it encounters

 c. radiation may affect another object (a detector) some distance away, when it is absorbed

2. understand that light is one of a family of radiations called the electromagnetic spectrum

3. understand that a beam of electromagnetic radiation transfers energy in ‘packets’ called 

photons

4. understand that the higher the frequency of an electromagnetic radiation, the more energy is 

transferred by each photon

5. list the electromagnetic radiations in order of the energy transferred by each photon, or in order 

of frequency:

radio waves, microwaves, infrared, red visible light violet, ultraviolet, X-rays, gamma rays

6. recall that all types of electromagnetic radiation travel at exactly the same, very high but � nite, 

speed through space (a vacuum) of 300 000 km/s

7. understand that the energy arriving at a square metre of surface each second is a useful 

measure of the strength (or ‘intensity’) of a beam of electromagnetic radiation

8. understand that the energy transferred to an absorber by a beam of electromagnetic radiation 

depends on both the number of photons arriving and the energy of each photon

9. understand that the intensity of a beam of electromagnetic radiation decreases with distance 

from the source and explain why, in terms of the ever increasing surface area it reaches 

and its partial absorption by the medium it travels through

10. understand that some electromagnetic radiations (ultraviolet radiation, X-rays, gamma rays) 

have enough energy to change atoms or molecules, which can initiate chemical reactions

11. recall that high energy ultraviolet radiation, X-rays and gamma rays can cause ionisation

12. understand that the electromagnetic radiations which are ionising are those with high enough 

photon energy to remove an electron from an atom or molecule (ionisation).
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Module P2: Radiation and life

P2.2 Which types of electromagnetic radiation harm living tissue and why?

1. understand that the heating effect of absorbed radiation can damage living cells

2. relate the heating effect when radiation is absorbed to its intensity and duration

3. understand that some people have concerns about health risks from low intensity microwave 

radiation, for example from mobile phone handsets and masts, though the evidence for this is 

disputed

4. understand that some microwaves are strongly absorbed by water molecules and so can be 

used to heat objects containing water

5. understand that the metal cases and door screens of microwave ovens re� ect or absorb 

microwave radiation and so protect users from the radiation

6. recall that some materials (radioactive materials) emit ionising gamma radiation all the time

7. understand that with increased exposure to ionising radiation, damage to living cells increases 

eventually leading to cancer or cell death

8. understand that the ozone layer absorbs ultraviolet radiation, emitted by the Sun, producing 

chemical changes in that part of the atmosphere

9. understand that the ozone layer protects living organisms from some of the harmful effects of 

ultraviolet radiation

10. recall that sun-screens and clothing can be used to absorb some of the ultraviolet radiation 

from the Sun

11. recall that physical barriers absorb some ionising radiation, for example: X-rays are absorbed 

by dense materials so can be used to produce shadow pictures of bones in our bodies or of 

objects in aircraft passengers’ luggage, and radiographers are protected from radiation by 

dense materials such as lead and concrete.
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Module P2: Radiation and life

P2.3 What is the evidence for global warming, why might it be occurring, and how serious a 

threat is it?

1. understand that all objects emit electromagnetic radiation with a principal frequency that 

increases with temperature

2. recall that the Earth is surrounded by an atmosphere which allows some of the 

electromagnetic radiation emitted by the Sun to pass through

3. recall that this radiation warms the Earth’s surface when it is absorbed

4. understand that the radiation emitted by the Earth, which has a lower principal frequency 

than that emitted by the Sun, is absorbed or re� ected back by some gases in the 

atmosphere; this keeps the Earth warmer than it would otherwise be and is called the 

greenhouse effect

5. recall that one of the main greenhouse gases in the Earth’s atmosphere is carbon dioxide, 

which is present in very small amounts

6. recall that other greenhouse gases include methane, present in very small amounts, and 

water vapour

7. interpret simple diagrams representing the carbon cycle

8. use the carbon cycle to explain:

 a. why, for thousands of years, the amount of carbon dioxide in the Earth’s atmosphere 

was approximately constant

 b. that some organisms remove carbon dioxide from the atmosphere by photosynthesis 

(eg green plants) and many organisms return carbon dioxide to the atmosphere by 

respiration as part of the recycling of carbon

 c. why, during the past two hundred years, the amount of carbon dioxide in the atmosphere 

has been steadily rising

9. recall that the rise in atmospheric carbon dioxide is largely the result of:

 a. burning increased amounts of fossil fuels as an energy source

 b. cutting down or burning forests to clear land

10. understand that computer climate models provide evidence that human activities are 

causing global warming

11. understand how global warming could result in:

 a. it being impossible to continue growing some food crops in particular regions because of 

climate change

 b. more extreme weather events, due to increased convection and larger amounts of 

water vapour in the hotter atmosphere

 c. � ooding of low lying land due to rising sea levels, caused by melting continental ice and 

expansion of water in the oceans.
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Module P2: Radiation and life

P2.4 How are electromagnetic waves used in communications?

1. understand that electromagnetic radiation of some frequencies can be used for transmitting 

information, since:

 a. some radio waves and microwaves are not strongly absorbed by the atmosphere so can 

be used to carry information for radio and TV programmes

 b. light and infrared radiation can be used to carry information along optical � bres because 

the radiation travels large distances through glass without being signi� cantly absorbed

2. recall that information can be superimposed on to an electromagnetic carrier wave, to create a 

signal

3. recall that a signal which can vary continuously is called an analogue signal

4. recall that a signal that can take only a small number of discrete values (usually two) is called 

a digital signal

5. recall that sound and images can be transmitted digitally (as a digital signal)

6. recall that, in digital transmission, the digital code is made up from just two symbols, ‘0’ and ‘1’

7. understand that this coded information can be carried by switching the electromagnetic carrier 

wave off and on to create short bursts of waves (pulses) where ‘0’ = no pulse and ‘1’ = pulse

8. recall that when the waves are received, the pulses are decoded to produce a copy of the 

original sound wave or image

9. understand that an important advantage of digital signals over analogue signals is that if the 

original signal has been affected by noise it can be recovered more easily and explain why

10. recall that the amount of information needed to store an image or sound is measured in

bytes (B)

11. understand that, generally, the more information stored the higher the quality of the sound or 

image

12. understand that an advantage of using digital signals is that the information can be stored and 

processed by computers


